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GIVING MEANING

The health crisis that shook the world in 2020 
continued in 2021, allowing our Group to solidly 
anchor its commitments in terms of social, 
societal and environmental responsibility.

With regard to the environment, our awareness of the 
growing urgency of the situation over the last few years 
is reflected in action plans on all fronts. With regard 
to climate, the Group carried out its Scope 3 carbon 
emissions assessment, which will serve as a reference 
for rolling out its low-carbon roadmap in each of its 
business lines. Climate risk analysis is being conducted 
in 2022, which will be used to enhance our transition 
strategy and put us in a position to respond to new EU 
requirements, particularly in terms of non-financial 
reporting.

The gradual converging of the financial and 
non-financial worlds, under the aegis of the EU’s Green 
Deal and the investor community, was also one of the 
key factors of 2021, attesting to the contribution of CSR 
to the company’s overall performance. CSR is now one 
of the Group’s core focuses, governed by increasing 
regulatory requirements that will eventually result in the 
standardisation of non-financial reporting across Europe. 

In terms of our employees, with the ongoing health 
crisis making it essential to continue to pay attention 
to the health and safety of our staff, efforts to promote 
diversity (primarily by means of training in combating 
stereotypes and inclusive management) and gender 
balance also continued in all areas in which we operate. 

I am delighted that we have continued to make progress 
in ensuring balanced representation of women and men 
on our management bodies. 

In addition, by organising educational meetings 
about CSR issues, often in virtual format, our Group 
has also responded to demands from employees, 
who are increasingly concerned about ensuring that 
their professional commitments reflect their personal 
convictions.

Lastly, with regard to society, the Group has remained 
loyal to its values and maintained its charitable 
programmes and partnerships, attesting to its 
commitment to helping those in need, and continued to 
develop its content in order to allow everyone to access 
knowledge and entertainment.

Thanks to the unrelenting efforts of all our staff, I remain 
confident that our Group will be able to adapt to the 
many challenges that arise now and in the future. 

Giving meaning

Arnaud Lagardère
Chairman and Chief Executive 
Officer of Lagardère SA 
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Created in 1992, Lagardère is an international group 
with operations in more than 40 countries worldwide. 
It employs around 27,000 people and generated 
revenue of €5,130 million in 2021.

The Group is structured around two priority divisions:

Lagardère Publishing is the world’s third-largest book 
publisher for the general public and educational 
markets, and the leader in France. Alongside some 
6,919 employees, it creates 16,000 original publications 
each year as well as contributing to their broader 
circulation by innovating with digital and mobile reading 
formats. Lagardère Publishing’s activities also extend 
to adjacent businesses such as Board Games  
and Mobile Games.

Lagardère Travel Retail is the world’s fifth-largest travel 
retail merchant and number two in airports, with 
operations in three business segments: Travel Essentials, 
Duty Free & Fashion, and Foodservice. Lagardère Travel 
Retail has 19,337 employees across an international 
network of more than 4,800 points of sale in around one 
thousand airports, mainline and urban train stations.

The Group’s business scope also includes Lagardère 
News (Paris Match, Le Journal du Dimanche, Europe 1, 
RFM, Virgin Radio and the Elle brand licence) together 
with Lagardère Live Entertainment (concerts, shows 
and venue management). 

1 . FRANCE
Lagardère Publishing 2,521
Lagardère Travel Retail 3,761
Other Activities 1,103

Total 7,385

2 . EUROPE 
(EXCLUDING FRANCE)
Lagardère Publishing 2,561
Lagardère Travel Retail 5,730

Total 8,291

4 . ASIA-PACIFIC
Lagardère Publishing 150
Lagardère Travel Retail 2,597

Total 2,747

3 .  AMERICAS
Lagardère Publishing 1,613
Lagardère Travel Retail 7,150

Total 8,763

5 . AFRICA
Lagardère Publishing 74
Lagardère Travel Retail 99

Total 173

1
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LAGARDÈRE GROUP PROFILE

LAGARDÈRE GROUP PROFILE 
Workforce by geographic area  

at 31 December 2021
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LAGARDÈRE GROUP PROFILE

A sustainable value creation model

(1) Data at 31 December 2021.
(2)  Due to the increase in the proportion of women in executive 

management in recent years (around 550 in total), Lagardère is 
now focusing its efforts on a smaller number of top executives 
(around 350 in total), of which the proportion of women is also 
growing faster than in previous years.

(3) Leverage ratio: net debt/recurring EBITDA. 
(4) Oil, gas, electricity and district heating. 
(5)  Mainly comprising Lagardère News (Paris Match, Le Journal du 

Dimanche, Europe 1, Virgin Radio, RFM and the Elle brand licence) 
together with Lagardère Live Entertainment (production of 
concerts and shows and venue management).

(6)  Dividend subject to shareholder approval at the Annual General 
Meeting to be held on 22 April 2022.

Lagardère is an international group with operations in more than 40 countries worldwide.  
It ranks among the world leaders in publishing (Lagardère Publishing)  

and travel retail (Lagardère Travel Retail). 

BUSINESSES

FINANCIAL VALUE 

€5,130 million 
in revenue

€249 million in recurring 
operating profit  
(recurring EBIT)

€456 million in free  
cash flow

€0.50 per-share 
dividend(6)

ENVIRONMENTAL  
AND SOCIETAL VALUE

99% of paper purchased and 
supplied certified or recycled

16,3 tCO2eq. of emissions  
per €m of revenue

Lagardère is a member of 
the S&P Global Sustainability 
Yearbook 2022

EMPLOYEE VALUE 

9,609 permanent recruitments

337,073 training hours  
Group-wide

40% of employees with 
a portion of variable 
remuneration

71% of workforce with 
employee representation

VALUE CREATION (1) 

FINANCIAL CAPITAL 

€415 million in business 
investment

€2,039 million in available 
liquidity

Leverage ratio(3) of 3.6x

ENVIRONMENTAL  
AND SOCIETAL CAPITAL 

252 GWh tertiary power 
consumption(4)

180 kilotons of paper purchased 
and supplied
18,889 audiobooks available 
in the Lagardère Publishing 
catalogue at year-end

HUMAN CAPITAL 

27,359 employees

44% of women top  
executives(2)

46% of top executives and 
managers with more than 
ten years’ service

INPUTS AND RESOURCES (1) 

Business model

LAGARDÈRE TRAVEL RETAIL
Travel Essentials

Duty Free & Fashion
Foodservice

OTHER ACTIVITIES (5)

LAGARDÈRE PUBLISHING
Books

e-Books
Board Games  

and Mobile Games 
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The Lagardère group’s CSR roadmap, which is adapted 
to its stakeholders’ growing expectations with regard to 
responsibility and increasing regulatory constraints on 
a national and European level governing non-financial 
information, is based on four main commitments. 

Limiting the environmental impact of products and 
services. In addition to common measures across all 
companies to combat climate change, the Lagardère 
group has also taken measures specific to its operations, 
such as responsible management of its resources 
(in particular paper and plastic) and ensuring an 
environmentally responsible food chain in connection 
with its foodservice operations at transport hubs. 

Placing people at the heart of its strategy, by making 
attention paid to its human resources a priority that goes 
beyond the essential aspects of dialogue with employee 
representatives, safety and working conditions.  

The Lagardère group intends to commit itself to an 
enhanced policy of diversity and inclusion, and makes 
combating sexism in the workplace one of the core 
focuses of its gender balance policy. Furthermore, its 
day-to-day involvement in developing the skills of its 
employees also helps to attract and retain talented staff.

Sharing the social and cultural diversity of its activities 
with as many people as possible. By means of the 
content published and distributed by the Group, as 
well as its various partnerships and cultural and social 
solidarity programmes, Lagardère promotes access to 
education and knowledge while also defending freedom 
of expression, pluralism of ideas and cultural diversity.

Ensuring ethical and responsible corporate governance, 
with the aim of upholding compliance obligations 
concerning in particular preventing corruption, duty of 
care and personal data protection. 

STRATEGY AND OBJECTIVES OF CSR POLICY

Strategy and objectives  
of CSR policy 

Degree of priority for the Group’s economic performance
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Access to education 
and culture

Personal data  
protection

Anti-corruption 
measures

Protecting intellectual 
property

Ethical  
sourcing

Promoting health  
and well-being

Responsible  
supply chain

Quality and 
safety of 

manufactured 
and distributed 

products

Limiting the energy 
and carbon footprint

Responsible paper 
management

Diversity and gender 
balance in the workplace 

Attracting and 
retaining talent

Cultural pluralism  
and diversity

Creating and 
broadcasting 
entertainment

Key:
 Contribution to society

 Value of human capital
 Environmental costs and risks

 Non-compliance costs
 Ethics and quality
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STRATEGY AND OBJECTIVES OF CSR POLICY

CSR COMMITMENTS  
SCORECARD

Reducing the 
Lagardère group’s 
carbon footprint

Reducing food waste 
at Lagardère Travel 
Retail outlets

No more single-use 
plastic consumables 
at Lagardère Travel 
Retail

Increasing the 
proportion of certified 
and recycled paper 
used at Lagardère 
Publishing and 
Lagardère News

ENVIRONMENT
Limiting the environmental impact of products and services

Improving employee 
involvement and 
attracting talent

Enhancing 
employees’ health 
and safety

Increasing 
the number 
of employees 
trained in diversity 
management

Enhancing the 
position of women 
within the Lagardère 
group’s senior 
management

EMPLOYEES
Placing people at the heart of the Group’s strategy

GOVERNANCE AND ETHICS
Ensuring ethical and responsible corporate governance

Giving responsibility to and 
training targeted employees in 
combating corruption 

Greater vigilance  
with regard to supply chains 

Greater commitment to helping 
communities in areas in which 
the Lagardère group operates

Promoting cultural diversity 
and education about 
sustainability

Making digital content more 
accessible to people with 
disabilities

SOCIETAL
Sharing the social and cultural diversity of activities with as 

many people as possible 
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STRATEGY AND OBJECTIVES OF CSR POLICY

ISABELLE JUPPÉ
Corporate Social Responsibility Director, 
Lagardère group

The Group’s adaptation to the health crisis in 2020 
demonstrated the relevance of our CSR efforts to support 
the rebound of our business operations. 2021 provided 
the opportunity to structure our approach thanks to the 
involvement of all our divisions—all of which strengthened 
their CSR teams—and the gradual converging of the financial 
and non-financial spheres in response to the growing 
expectations of the markets and EU regulators. Our approach 
has been rewarded by higher non-financial ratings.   

We have devised a new scorecard that helps to identify 
the main indicators to be monitored at Group level, 
without preventing our divisions from stepping up their 
commitment to CSR issues specific to their own business 
activities. 

With regard to the environment, efforts have been focused 
on carrying out a consolidated Scope 3 carbon emissions 
assessment, coupled with an assessment for each of the 

three activities, which will now roll out action plans  
to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions. 

Other measures to reduce our environmental impact, such 
as protecting natural resources, promoting eco-design 
and reducing use of plastics, also continued in 2021.

The introduction of home working, thanks to dedicated 
company agreements, as well as ongoing support 
measures relating to the health crisis, were led in parallel 
with various programmes to support diversity, inclusion 
and societal engagement to allow access to knowledge 
and freedom of expression. 

Finally, the annual meeting with our stakeholder panel, 
bringing together 13 experts in our CSR priorities, provided 
the opportunity to discuss the matter of sustainable 
finance, the rapid growth of which is a very positive sign.

www.lagardere.com

A year of mobilisation on all fronts  
in terms of CSR  

Agathe Bousquet
President of Publicis  

Groupe in France

Philippe Charbit
Head of the French  
newsstand project  

at Presstalis

Nathalie Dechy 
Former professional tennis 

player, member of the Sport  
et Citoyenneté thinktank

Philippe Gallois (1) 
Board Secretary Group 
Employee’s Commitee

Laetitia Grail
Co-founder of myBlee Math 

founder of LMG Digital

Hervé Guez 
Head of Responsible 
Investment Research 

and Equities and Fixed 
Income, Mirova

Stéphane Jitiaux 
Chairman/CEO of Cojean

Chantal Jouanno 
President of the French 
National Commission  

for Public Debate 

Anne de Béthencourt
Director of Integral Vision,  

member of the French Economic, 
Social and Environmental Council

Roxana Family
Chair and Director of Master  
in Law and Business Ethics,  

Executive Vice President  
in charge of international 
development, University  

of Cergy-Pontoise

Jean-Christophe Perruchot
Chairman of retail fit-out 
specialist STAL Industrie
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Michel Lévy-Provençal
Founder, TEDx Paris

Bernard Ourghanlian
Chief Technology and 

Security Officer, Microsoft

In the light of its CSR commitments, the Lagardère group has been included in the S&P 
Sustainability Yearbook 2022 and is ranked second in the Vigeo Eiris Publishing Sector report. 
It has also been named as ESG Industry Top-Rated and ESG Regional Top-Rated  
by Sustainalytics.

(1) Member of the panel since 2022, replacing Noëlle Genaivre.
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STRATEGY AND OBJECTIVES OF CSR POLICY

PIERRE LEROY
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, 
Hachette Livre

As the world’s third-largest trade consumer publishing 
group, Hachette Livre assumes and defends its central 
role of contributing to the world of education, culture and 
democracy. We have a number of responsibilities  
in this regard. 

We firmly believe that diversity is a source of wealth and 
will continue with our initiatives in this area by diversifying 
our recruitment channels, by introducing our businesses 
to new audiences, letting new voices be heard and 
coming up with new formats to generate interest among  
new readers. 

We also have a responsibility to the environment.  
In 2021, we were the first publishing group to carry out 
a Scope 3 carbon emissions assessment covering all 
our operations in France and worldwide, and to adopt a 
low-plastic strategy. We will continue in this vein in order 
to come up with more ecological development models.

Our third responsibility—but not the least—is to offer  
all our staff around the world a welcoming, stimulating 
and inclusive working environment. We attach particular 
importance to ensuring equal opportunities for men 
and women, disabled workers and those from diverse 
backgrounds, and are committed to rethinking how  
we are organised with the sharp rise in home working. 

In parallel with these key focuses, which form the basis of 
our CSR efforts, we have set up the Hachette Foundation 
for reading to be able to launch and support various 
initiatives to encourage reading and writing. 

At a time of ongoing consolidation within the publishing 
industry, I firmly believe that our ambitious CSR strategy 
is one of the strengths that will support the group in  
its continuing expansion. 

www.hachette.com

Hachette Livre: a worldwide publishing group with 
multiple responsibilities   

“Hachette Livre assumes 
and defends its central 
role of contributing to 
the world of education, 
culture and democracy.”
Pierre Leroy

Hachette Livre head office (Vanves, France).
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STRATEGY AND OBJECTIVES OF CSR POLICY

DAG RASMUSSEN
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, 
Lagardère Travel Retail

At a time when the Travel Retail industry is preparing 
to make its way out of the crisis, the main priority of all 
stakeholders is ensuring that these recovery strategies 
incorporate environmental and societal concerns.  
We will only achieve a lasting return to growth by 
adopting a more responsible approach. Because this is 
what we believe and this vision is shared by our partners, 
clients and employees, we have made CSR one of our 
strategic priorities. The aim is clear: we want to play  
a leading role in Travel Retail’s transition towards a more 
responsible model. 

We reviewed our PEPS (Planet, Ethics, People, Social) 
CSR strategy in 2021, and have drawn up an ambitious 
and demanding roadmap that will enable us to rapidly 
improve our impact on the environment and on 
local communities in the areas in which we operate. 
Underpinned by 12 exacting and concrete commitments, 
this new action plan will also make us the partner of 
choice for our responsible products and allow us  

to create a working environment in which everyone  
is able to flourish and achieve their career goals.  
These commitments will be achieved before 2025 and  
we have introduced precise indicators to track our 
progress as best possible.

We also launched our first full carbon footprint 
assessment in 2021 and are developing a specific 
roadmap based on realistic but ambitious trajectories  
for steering our low-carbon strategy.

This is an ambitious challenge but one that is within 
reach, and we know that with the support of our partners, 
suppliers and employees, we will succeed and enable 
Lagardère Travel Retail—and our industry as a whole— 
to achieve lasting growth in a responsible way.

www.lagardere-tr.com

Lagardère Travel Retail: major CSR aims  
to support recovery 

“We want to 
play a leading 
role in Travel 
Retail’s 
transition 
towards a more 
responsible 
model.” 
Dag Rasmussen
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STRATEGY AND OBJECTIVES OF CSR POLICY

CONSTANCE BENQUÉ
Chair, Lagardère News

The last two years have seen unprecedented 
acceleration and real awareness of social, societal 
and environmental concerns. As a media company, 
Lagardère News is at the heart of this (r)evolution. 

We have adopted a strategy to reduce our environmental 
impact following our carbon footprint assessment and 
implemented a more responsible sourcing policy by 
means of CSR assessments of all our suppliers.  
More than ever, we support equality, diversity and 
inclusion while also enhancing skills development and 
stepping up our efforts to improve quality of life in the 
workplace. We are committed to raising awareness 
among all our employees about CSR and best practices 
to be adopted, in both their private and working lives. 

In addition to these efforts, which make Lagardère News 
a responsible company, the contents of our media 
outlets—which attract more than 5.6 million listeners per 
day, more than 3.3 million readers per week and  
9.6 million unique visitors to our digital platforms—have 

real power to influence people. This societal responsibility 
is now central to our two core focuses of information and 
entertainment, with a number of initiatives such as the 
“Les Héros de la Planète” editorial series in Paris Match, 
showcasing men and women working to address the 
environmental crisis, or La France bouge on Europe 1,  
a true “Tour de France” of engaged, positive and 
innovative initiatives. This responsibility also extends 
beyond France, thanks to the 45 international editions  
of the Elle network, which each year publish over  
1,000 pages of editorial on CSR issues produced by  
the Elle International teams based in Paris (France).

2021 also saw the launch of the Fur Free initiative, banning 
the promotion of animal fur in editorial and advertising. 
This decision was unanimously adopted by  
the Elle Network’s editorial teams around the world. 

Lastly, our advertising sales brokerage business has 
introduced specific offers to help our advertisers 
communicate in an engaged way.

These adaptations are necessary in view 
of the challenges facing us all. We will 
succeed by working together. 

www.lagardere.com

Lagardère News: a media company  
at the heart of the CSR revolution 

“2021 also saw the launch of the Fur Free initiative, banning 
the promotion of animal fur in editorial and advertising.” 
Constance Benqué

“Les Héros de la Planète” editorial series published by Paris Match. 
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PRIORITY 1: LIMITING THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Priority 1
Limiting the environmental impact of 
products and services
Against the backdrop of the ongoing health crisis, which 
has increased awareness and demands of all of society, 
the environment was one of the Lagardère group’s main 
priorities in 2021. More specifically, climate was  
a key theme in view of the increasing number of natural 
disasters, coupled with EU requirements concerning 
green investment.

The Group has launched a consolidated carbon footprint 
assessment covering all its activities across the globe, 
as a prelude to drawing up a low-carbon strategy 
and setting the trajectory for reducing its carbon 
emissions between now and 2030. This carbon footprint 
assessment is intended to measure the impact of our 
operations on the climate. It will be supplemented  
in 2022 by analysis of climate risks and opportunities,  
which will be used to evaluate Lagardère’s ability to 
adapt to the transition required to address the various 
climate scenarios.

In addition to taking part in measuring greenhouse gas 
emissions, in order to launch their own carbon reduction 
plans in 2022, the Group’s various entities have also taken 
specific measures in connection with CSR issues relating 
to their business. 

For example, Hachette Livre has continued with 
its ongoing efforts regarding responsible paper 
management and drawn up an action plan to reduce 
its use of plastics between now and 2025. The division 
has also incorporated eco-design practices into the 
production of its books, slipcases and games boxes. 
Lastly, training of all employees has been stepped up in 
order to share best practices and encourage innovation. 

At Lagardère Travel Retail, the updated CSR strategy, 
under the name of PEPS (Planet, Ethics, People, Social), 
has helped to reduce food waste in more countries. 
The division has enhanced the range of organic and 
local products available at its foodservice outlets and 
introduced the in-house We Care, We Do eco-responsible 
label at its Duty Free outlets in Switzerland. It stopped 
using plastic consumables in France in July 2020, and 
has gradually extended this initiative to the majority 
of operations in Europe and other countries such as 
Australia and New Zealand. However, the shortage of 
certain alternative materials made this harder than 
expected to implement in 2021. 

Finally, Lagardère News has mobilised its various media 
outlets to take part in educating and raising awareness 
among all its audiences about eco-responsibility. 

Fini le Gaspi  
(“No more 
waste”): 
anti-waste 
programme 
trialled at around 
20 Relais H outlets, 
with sandwiches and 
pastries discounted 
by 50% one hour 
before closing.

Relais H retail outlet, Rouen University Hospital (France).
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PRIORITY 1: LIMITING THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Consolidated carbon footprint assessment in 2021: 
the first stage of the Group’s climate strategy  

In 2021, Lagardère reviewed its Group-wide carbon 
footprint with the support of Carbone 4, following an 
initial audit in 2016. The calculation of its carbon footprint 
concerned all direct and indirect emissions, upstream 
and downstream, relating to the operations and offices 
of Lagardère Publishing, Lagardère Travel Retail and 
Lagardère News, which were involved in the process. 
In terms of the methodology used, analysis was done 
in accordance with the guidelines of the GHG Protocol 
and all Scope 3 categories were analysed, even though 
in some areas this entailed working on the basis of 
estimates and monetary ratios. Finally, the data analysed 
concerned 2019, as 2020 was not representative of 
the Group’s usual level of activity due to the Covid-19 
pandemic.

The Lagardère group’s total emissions amounted to just 
over 1,457,000 tCO2eq, which breaks down as follows:
• 36% for Lagardère Publishing;
• 59% for Lagardère Travel Retail;
• 5% for Lagardère News. As expected, the majority of emissions are Scope 3, 

representing 96% (compared with 4% for Scopes 1 & 2). 
Within Scope 3, purchased goods and services  
(72% of total emissions), upstream and downstream 
transportation and distribution (7% of total emissions) 
and the end-of-life treatment of sold products (7% of 
total emissions) are the main sources of emissions.

2022 will now be focused on drawing up the Group’s 
climate strategy and setting a trajectory for reducing 
emissions in accordance with the science and 
international standards.

www.lagardere.com

JEAN-SÉBASTIEN GUILLOU
Deputy Director of Non-Financial 
Information and Environmental 
Responsibility, Lagardère group

Upstream 
transportation
and distribution
3%

Downstream 
transportation
and distribution
4%

Scopes 1 & 2
4%

Employee commuting 
and business travel
3%

Purchased goods 
and services
72%

Other emissions (use of 
sold products, waste 
generated in operations, 
capital goods, franchises, 
fuel and energy 
related activities)
7%

End-of-life treatment 
of sold products
7%

Purchased goods  
and services account for

72% of the Lagardère 
group’s greenhouse 
gas emissions. 
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PRIORITY 1: LIMITING THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Hachette Livre’s new CSR department, set up in 2021, has 
two main aims. 

The first is to set trajectories in all areas of CSR in which 
Hachette Livre is involved. In terms of the environment, on 
the basis of the international carbon footprint assessment 
performed across the Lagardère group in 2021, we will 
set targets to continue to reduce our Scopes 1, 2 & 3 
emissions in connection with the Science Based Targets 
Initiative. As regards combating pollution, a trajectory for 
reducing our use of plastic and an action plan for 2030 
were drawn up in 2021. The same applies to social and 
societal criteria, with the continuation and monitoring 
of our efforts to support equal opportunity, inclusion, 
diversity, dissemination of knowledge, promoting freedom 
of expression and making our content accessible.

Hachette Livre’s other aim is to enable as many 
employees as possible to appropriate these concerns, so 
that they can play a driving role in these important areas. 
It is with this in mind that a number of concrete initiatives 
have been launched:
• creation of a network of local disability officers in France;
•  organisation of webinars and workshops open to all on 

issues such as disability, cleaning up computer data and 
eco-design;

•  help with the development of internal employee networks 
to encourage inclusion and diversity, such as Employee 
Networks as part of Hachette UK’s Changing the Story 
programme in the United Kingdom. 

We are always happy to hear any good ideas and 
initiatives, wherever they come from, in order to share and 
disseminate these best practices within Hachette Livre.

 www.hachette.com

Hachette Livre: trajectories and general mobilisation 
around the CSR agenda

GAËTAN RUFFAULT
Senior Vice-President,  
Human Resources and CSR,  
Hachette Livre

“As regards combating 
pollution, a trajectory 
for reducing our use of 
plastic and an action plan 
for 2030 were drawn up  
in 2021.”
Gaëtan Ruffault

EDITORIAL &  
FABRICATION

CYCLE DE VIE

1 2

3

4

5

TRANSPORT 
& LOGISTIQUE

PROMOTION  
& USAGE

FIN DE VIE  
& VALORISATION

CHOIX DES  
MATIÈRES PREMIÈRES

LES RÉFLEXES 
D’ÉCO-CONCEPTION 
CHEZ HACHETTE LIVRE
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PRIORITY 1: LIMITING THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Hachette Livre’s Sustainable Development Department 
firmly believes that everyone, regardless of their role, has 
a part to play in helping to improve our impact on the 
environment. In 2021, it held the first Eco-design Week, 
open to all Hachette Livre France employees.

The aim of this event—organised in collaboration with 
Standard Deviation, a consulting firm specialising 
in ecological transition—was to introduce or step up 
eco-design practices within the division’s teams by 
coming up with concrete courses of action.

A number of talks were given by consultants, corporate 
teams, publishers, manufacturers and an author  
(Hugo Clément, published by Fayard) during three 
interactive online modules. They set out the main 

objectives of eco-design in publishing and highlighted 
successful projects at Hachette Livre (minimalism, before/
after slipcases, eco-efficiency).

These collaborative workshops helped to put together a 
library of reflex sheets that will enable employees to adopt 
best practices at each stage of the lifecycle of books, 
slipcases and games boxes, covering choice of materials, 
editorial and production, transportation and distribution, 
promotion, end of life and recycling.

The high level of employee involvement, with more than 
180 taking part in the event, revealed the commitment of 
Hachette Livre’s teams to addressing these issues. 

Another Eco-design Week is planned for 2022, focusing 
on the schools segment and best practices for use of 
plastics.

www.hachette.com

Eco-design week for Hachette Livre  
France employees 

MARIE TRAUMAN
Project Director, HR and CSR projects,  
Hachette Livre

POINT DE 
DÉPART

PROCESSUS

RÉSULTATS

ÉTUDE DE CAS 2

Réduction du 
plastique de 85 % 

Suppression du 
couvercle : 
Le fond de boîte est 
aussi le couvercle. 

Fond de boîte en 
carte pliée,  
quasi sans colle de 
fixation 

Livre piqué métal, et 
non rembordé 

RÉSULTATS 
ÉCOLOGIQUES

RÉSULTATS 
ÉCONOMIQUES

PISTES  
D’AMÉLIORATION

• Réduction de plastique de 85% 

• Fond de boîte en carte pliée vs 
polystyrène  

• Coût de revient réduit de 2.02 à 
1.82 Euros 

• Augmentation des ventes de +25% 

• Suppression fenêtre, zéro PVC 

• Suppression pelliculage 

• Fermeture par “clipsage” 

• Cales en carton: 0 mousse / 0 blister 

Repenser  
nos coffrets

22

more than 180 
participants in Hachette Livre 
France’s Eco-design Week.

Example of an eco-designed slipcase by Hachette Livre.
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PRIORITY 1: LIMITING THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

« Upstream Scope 3 » « Scopes 1 & 2 » « Downstream Scope 3 »

Upstream activities Company’s activities Downstream activities

Company’s car fleet

Buildings
Fossil fuels consumption
Electricity consumption

Refrigerant gas leakages

Upstream 
transportation

and distribution

Travel
Business travel

Commuting employees

Customers and 
visitors travel

Downstream 
transportation

and distribution

Purchases
(Purchase of goods 
and services, etc.)

Capital assets
(fixed assets: buildings, 
vehicles, IT equipment, 

etc.)

Use of sold 
products

End of life
Of sold products

Wastes produced

Lagardère Travel Retail is committed to limiting its impact 
on the environment and reducing its greenhouse gas 
emissions is a central part of its strategy. 

In 2021, we conducted our first carbon footprint 
assessment, spurred on by the Lagardère group and with 
the support of Carbone 4, a consulting firm specialising  
in decarbonisation and adapting to climate change.  
This exhaustive assessment—covering all three scopes 
(Scopes 1, 2 & 3), namely direct emissions, indirect 
emissions and all other emissions—was carried out in six 
countries representing three quarters of our operations 
in terms of value.

The results allowed us to work out our low-carbon 
trajectories in accordance with the principles of the 
Science Based Targets Initiative. We are now working on 
a detailed evaluation of our ability to reduce our impact, 
going beyond the measures already taken over a number 
of years to reduce our energy consumption. 

As the vast majority (95%) of our emissions are indirect,  
this poses a huge challenge, but we are putting in place 
the governance and external partnerships needed to 
achieve our objectives. 

In the course of 2022, we will announce how we intend 
to achieve these objectives and realise our ambition 
of playing a leading role in the Travel Retail industry’s 
transition towards a more responsible model, and actively 
contributing to combating climate change. 

www.lagardere-tr.com

Lagardère Travel Retail: first international  
assessment to reduce its environmental  
impact more quickly

MÉLANIE GUILLDOU
Executive Vice-President Foodservice and CSR,  
Lagardère Travel Retail 

“95% of Lagardère Travel 
Retail’s emissions are 
indirect, so the challenge 
is huge.”
Mélanie Guilldou
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PRIORITY 1: LIMITING THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Aelia Duty Free’s first eco-responsible store was 
inaugurated on 3 March 2022 at Geneva airport in 
Switzerland. This change in the Aelia Duty Free concept 
falls within the framework of the opening of Geneva 
airport’s new energy efficient terminal, which sets the 
standard in terms of sustainability for the airport industry.

This new concept, devised by the teams at Lagardère 
Travel Retail Switzerland and Duty Free Global, was put 
together in close collaboration and with the full support of 
the airport’s retail department. 

The project was guided by the aim of incorporating 
environmental responsibility into all aspects of the Aelia 
Duty Free concept by means of:
•  a layout designed to improve the carbon footprint and 

lifecycle of furnishings;
•  eco-responsible materials fitting in with the new 

terminal’s architecture;
•  a wide range of products bearing the in-house We Care, 

We Do eco-responsible label and meeting exacting 
ethical and environmental criteria.

In addition, a partnership has been formed with the UN, 
whose 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were 
the focus of a fun, interactive pop-up open to passengers 
located next to the new eco-responsible store. 

This pilot store symbolises Lagardère Travel Retail’s 
commitment to CSR and, thanks to Lagardère Travel Retail 
Switzerland, forms part of an innovative business project. 

www.lagardere-tr.ch

Aelia Duty Free opens its first eco-responsible  
store at Geneva airport 

PASCAL LE DROFF
Chief Executive Officer,  
Lagardère Travel Retail Switzerland

We Care, We Do:  
new eco-responsible label developed 
in-house meeting exacting ethical  
and environmental criteria. 

The «We Care, We Do» label at Geneva airport (Switzerland).
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PRIORITY 2: PLACING PEOPLE AT THE HEART OF THE GROUP’S STRATEGY

Priority 2
Placing people at the heart  
of the Group’s strategy
In the ongoing uncertain public health situation, a cause 
for concern for all Lagardère group employees, paying 
attention to employees’ wellbeing and work/life balance 
remained a constant focus in 2021. 

After an initial year subject to restrictions, working 
from home was introduced in 2021 where possible and 
adapted to suit the variety of activities concerned.  
This allowed for the adoption of new, more agile working 
methods, and a management style based increasingly 
on trust and a better work/life balance. 

Despite the positive impacts observed, this new hybrid 
way of working also highlighted the need for better 
communication with staff. A number of meetings were 
held online in order to involve employees in plans 
to get operations going again and respond to their 
expectations in terms of information and training.  
In June 2021, Lagardère Travel Retail held a Global Digital 
Week, allowing 500 managers in more than 25 countries 
to share their outlook for the return to business. 

In terms of CSR, the LL Network used its online academy 
launched in late 2020 to organise seven new sessions in 
2021. In addition, Hachette Livre’s first Eco-design Week 
provided the opportunity to raise French staff members’ 

awareness of the virtues of these new practices. Finally, 
Lagardère Travel Retail launched the “PEPS Planet Bingo” 
programme at its Singaporean subsidiary to challenge 
its employees to take 25 eco-responsible actions.

In terms of diversity, initiatives continued to be developed 
across the various regions, such as the appointment 
of a Diversity and Inclusion Vice President at Hachette 
Book Group, as well as greater representation of ethnic 
minorities at Hachette UK. As regards disability, Lagardère 
Travel Retail obtained the Disability Confident label in 
recognition of the measures taken in the United Kingdom, 
while Hachette Livre France restructured its Mission 
Handicap scheme by training 45 managers and setting 
up a network of Disability Officers across all its activities. 

Finally, in terms of gender balance, figures for 2021 
attest to the greater representation of women within 
the Group’s various execution committees. Furthermore, 
the continuation of measures to raise awareness about 
combating sexism, primarily via the Group’s support 
of the #StOpE initiative against everyday sexism in the 
workplace, allowed for management to remain vigilant 
about this crucial issue. 

In 2021, 

womens
a

44
ccounted for 

%
of the 

Lagardère group’s 
350 top executives.

Lagardère Travel Retail employees.
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PRIORITY 2: PLACING PEOPLE AT THE HEART OF THE GROUP’S STRATEGY

Working from home: setting the right pace  
for each activity

Working from home abruptly became part of our lives 
two years ago. Initially made necessary by the ongoing 
health crisis, it is now being implemented on a voluntary 
and sensible basis within our entities. Although it is highly 
popular with employees and managers, who recognise 
the undeniable advantages (flexibility, autonomy, saving 
time, increased productivity, better work/life balance), 
implementing working from home nevertheless requires 
a fine balancing act. Its repeated use has revealed 
certain negative side effects such as isolation, working 
separately, loss of team spirit and reduced interaction.

Within the Lagardère group, working from home has 
found the right pace for each of the various business 
lines, with Corporate staff working from home two  
or three days a week, while Lagardère Publishing  
employees work from home two days a week and in the 
office three days a week in order to maintain teamwork 
and a high level of creativity. At Lagardère Travel Retail, 
the large majority of employees (excluding those in 
cross-departmental roles) are in retail positions that 
cannot be done from home. It is therefore essential 
to ensure a balance between those who benefit from 
working from home and other employees. 

Working from home now forms an integral part of our 
everyday working lives. Over time, it will help to improve 
working conditions for everyone, as well as team 
performance, making work in the 21st century able to 
reconcile environmental, economic and social concerns 
without putting them in opposition with each other.

www.lagardere.com

PHILLIPE MENDIBURU
Human Resources Director,  
Lagardère Ressources

“Within the Lagardère 
group, working from home 
has found the right pace 
for each of the various 
business lines.”
Philippe Mendiburu
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PRIORITY 2: PLACING PEOPLE AT THE HEART OF THE GROUP’S STRATEGY

More than1, 000 participants in the platform to raise awareness 
about combating sexism at Hachette Livre France in 2021.

Gender balance
In 2021, the Lagardère group continued to count a 
very large majority of women among its employees, 
making up 65% of the total workforce, 58% of managers 
and 44% of top executives. The Lagardère group pays 
particular attention to the balanced representation of 
men and women among its managers and in positions 
of responsibility, which in 2021 was reflected by the 
inclusion of several women in its various executive 
committees, as well as the addition of a dedicated 
indicator in its CSR scorecard. Women make up 44% 
(compared with 42% in 2020) of the new panel of top 
executives, while the old panel of executive managers 
comprised 54% women (compared with 51% in 2020)(1).

In order to improve diversity and gender balance,  
the Group is continuing to implement various measures 
targeted at all employees, such as:

•  training and raising the awareness of all those involved 
in recruitment by means of diversity management 
training programmes;

•  the efforts of the LL Network, in particular its internal 
mentoring programme, which since 2018 has enabled 
around 40 women (and a few men) to be mentored by 
male or female senior managers within the Group;

•  monitoring of the wage equality policy, in particular by 
publishing the professional equality index for France;

•  preparation of succession plans factoring in a better 
gender balance as part of the talent review process.

This commitment to gender balance is also underpinned 
by the Group’s adhesion to the UN’s Women’s 
Empowerment Principles on an international scale and 
the #StOpE initiative against everyday sexism in the 
workplace in France. It is within the framework of this 
commitment that Lagardère has, first of all, trained all 
its human resources teams in France, followed by all its 
“company and employee sexism officers” in accordance 
with the law. 

In addition, an interactive tool to raise awareness has 
been made available to all Corporate and Lagardère 
News employees. Lagardère News has also organised 
a specific workshop for male managers on the editorial 
teams at Europe 1, Paris Match and Le Journal du 
Dimanche. 

Lastly, Hachette Livre is planning the international rollout 
of a new sexism self-assessment tool in 2022, having 
been the first publisher in France to offer its employees  
a self-assessment web application in partnership  
with start-up MeandYoutoo, which attracted more than 
1,000 participants in 2021. 

(1) The panel of top executives comprises around 350 people, compared with around 550 for executive managers. 

Excerpt from the Me and You Too platform, rolled out in partnership with Hachette Livre.
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PRIORITY 2: PLACING PEOPLE AT THE HEART OF THE GROUP’S STRATEGY

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI):  
Hachette Book Group increases its initiatives

CARRIE BLOXSON
Vice-President, Diversity and Inclusion, 
Hachette Book Group 

Representing diverse voices in all aspects of our business 
is fundamental for Hachette Book Group (HBG). 

Our DEI (Diversity, Equity & Inclusion) efforts and 
improvements are focused on several key areas:
• continuation by HBG’s leadership team of initiatives that 

eliminate inequities and reduce barriers to inclusion 
such as implementing policies for attracting and 
retaining diverse talent (particularly at senior levels) 
and promoting a culture of inclusion and belonging 
with manager trainings and workshops;

• increase in the diversity of our staff of 7.9% in 2021 
compared to the first three quarters of 2020, and 
broadening of our recruitment pool so that candidates 
of colour have greater access to our job offers;

• implementation of a Respect and Inclusion policy 
outlining our commitment to mental health, and 
adoption of a Gender Transition Policy explaining how 
we support and work with our employees who are 
transitioning their gender; 

• promotion of a more equitable and inclusive workplace 
culture at HBG thanks to a new Diversity, Equity and 
Inclusion Advisory Board, made up of employees across 
all locations and levels;

• completion of an annual audit of our acquisition 
metrics as part of our drive to ensure broad 
representation of authors and illustrators in our 
publications: 7% increase in acquisitions of titles by 
BIPOC creators (Black, Indigenous and People of Colour) 
who joined HBG in 2020; 

• launch of partnerships with four literacy organisations 
in 2022 to extend our philanthropic support to a broader 
community of writers and publishing professionals who 
identify as LGBTQIA+, Native American, People of Colour, 
various gender diversities, people with disabilities and 
other underrepresented populations.

www.hachettebookgroup.com

Staff diversity at Hachette Book Group 

7.
increased by 
  

9% in 2021 relative to the first 
three quarters of 2020.
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PRIORITY 2: PLACING PEOPLE AT THE HEART OF THE GROUP’S STRATEGY

Hachette Livre France’s Mission Handicap scheme 
extended and creates its own local network

In 2021, the Board of Directors of Hachette Livre France’s 
Mission Handicap scheme wanted to enhance the 
visibility, actions and services of this non-profit 
organisation founded in 2014, to which  
the Hachette Livre group’s various entities belong.

Four major commitments accompanied by concrete 
actions were implemented: 
•  changing how we view disability by raising staff 

awareness and training our managers; 
•  helping employees to recognise workers with disabilities 

and make the necessary adaptations to allow them to 
remain in employment;

•  encourage the hiring of people with disabilities by 
developing partnerships with charities, specialist 
organisations, schools, training centres, etc.;

•  making sure our content is accessible to as many 
people as possible by changing our practices and tools.

The Board of Directors also wanted to join forces with 
employees by creating a network of local disability 
officers. These are seven HR representatives trained in 
disability issues. All employees can now approach their 
local representative if they want to apply for recognition 
of a worker with disabilities, find a support system or 
financial assistance, make adjustments to their place of 
work or even identify training programmes.

www.hachette.com

Hachette Livre France’s Mission Handicap 
scheme creates a network of 

seven local  
disability officers 
in France.

La Mission Handicap de Hachette Livre s’étend et crée son 
réseau de proximité.

La diversité fait partie de l’ADN de notre groupe, de nos métiers. Depuis 2014, l’association 
Mission Handicap Hachette Livre a pour objectif de favoriser auprès de nos 
collaborateurs l’insertion et le maintien dans l’emploi des personnes en situation de 
handicap, et auprès de nos lecteurs l’accessibilité de nos contenus.

Sous l’impulsion de son Conseil d’Administration (retrouvez sa composition sur votre 
Intranet RH), la Mission Handicap Hachette Livre lance son réseau de « référents 
Handicap » pour vous accompagner et répondre à vos questions dans chaque banche.

Les engagements de la Mission Handicap et des référents Handicap

1 Changer le regard que nous portons sur le handicap 
en sensibilisant nos équipes et en formant nos managers.

2 Accompagner les salariés 
dans la Reconnaissance de la Qualité de Travailleur Handicapé et dans la mise en 
place des aménagements de postes nécessaires au maintien dans l’emploi.

3 Favoriser le recrutement de personnes en situation de handicap 
en développant des partenariats avec des associations, des organismes 
spécialisés, des écoles, des centres de formation, etc.

4 Garantir l’accessibilité de nos contenus au plus grand nombre 
en faisant évoluer nos pratiques et nos outils.

La Mission Handicap 
plus proche de vous  

DANIEL JEUNG
Employment and Environmental 
Sustainability Legal Director,  
Hachette Livre
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PRIORITY 2: PLACING PEOPLE AT THE HEART OF THE GROUP’S STRATEGY

Lagardère Travel Retail UK started working with the 
Disability Confident programme in 2019, which aims to 
encourage employers to think differently about disability 
and take measures to improve how they recruit, retain 
and develop the talent of people with a disability. 
Disability Confident certification is a unique opportunity 
to set an example for our community. The label also 
shows people with a disability that we value their 
contribution to our business’s success and helps us  
to attract talent. 

We have a five-pronged approach:
•  ensuring an inclusive and accessible recruitment 

process;
•  providing information about the programme in our  

job offers;
•  offering interviews to people with a disability;
•  anticipating and making reasonable adjustments  

as necessary;
•  helping existing employees dealing with disability  

in order to keep them in employment. 

To obtain the first level of Disability Confident 
certification, we are committed to offering one of the 
following: work experience, internships, paid employment, 
apprenticeships, observation postings.

At Luton airport, we are also working with Mencap, which 
helps young people with mental disabilities to find 
employment. We received eight people over 12 weeks 
with the charity. One obtained a full-time job and is still 
part of the team today.

www.lagardere-tr.uk

Lagardère Travel Retail UK: a label  
for the inclusion of employees with disabilities

MARION ENGELHARD
Chief Executive Officer, 
Lagardère Travel Retail UK

“Eight people were received at Luton airport over 
12 weeks thanks to our partnership with Mencap.”
Marion Engelhard
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PRIORITY 2: PLACING PEOPLE AT THE HEART OF THE GROUP’S STRATEGY

Lagardère Travel Retail Singapore:  
environmental awareness bingo 

JACKLLYN CHAU
Human Resources Director,  
Lagardère Travel Retail Singapore

To make our employees more aware of the environment, 
at Lagardère Travel Retail Singapore we launched the 
PEPS Planet Bingo campaign, in reference to our CSR 
strategy. This initiative challenges each of our employees 
to undertake 25 responsible actions in their everyday 
lives such as recycling different materials or adopting 
reusable products (straws, bags, etc.). Other actions, 
such as limiting use of air conditioning or using public 
transport, have also shown that it is easy to reduce 
emissions in our everyday lives.

Our employees were also involved in efforts to protect 
the planet initiated by our local stakeholders.  

From planting a herb garden to volunteering for charities,  
they also supported use of the Ecosia search engine, 
which ensures that one tree is planted for every 
45 searches performed. Donations were also made to 
reduce food waste, as well as toys and books.

Lastly, they collaborated with fashion and luxury goods 
brands to understand the measures taken in stores to 
protect the planet, such as creating products made from 
recycled materials or using oxo-biodegradable bags.

In the space of two months, our employees took on  
1,350 challenges and marked off a number of “PEPS 
Bingos” in their efforts to create a more environmentally 
friendly future.

www.lagardere-tr.com

In the space of two months, 
Lagardère Travel Retail Singapore 
employees took on  

1,350 environmental 
challenges 
and marked off a number  
of “PEPS Bingos”. 
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PRIORITY 2: PLACING PEOPLE AT THE HEART OF THE GROUP’S STRATEGY

Since the LL Network founded its Sustainable 
Development and CSR academy in 2020, new themes 
connected with the Group’s CSR concerns have been 
addressed during virtual sessions:
• the role of advertising in ecological transition;
• eco-responsibility in relation to food and foodservice;
• biodiversity and protecting primary forests;
• eco-responsibility in relation to the lifecycle of books; 
•  societal issues in connection with commitment to 

helping others;
•  eco-responsibility in relation to the fashion sector; 
• disability and occupational illness. 

The LL Network has also played its role in raising 
awareness about CSR matters, in particular with the 
creation of a daily newsfeed on the Group’s intranet 
site throughout COP 26 to inform employees about 
discussions taking place and giving them the chance to 
win books on the theme of ecology by taking part in an 
online quiz. 

In 2022, the LL Network is extending its efforts concerning 
Group employees to enhance their knowledge of the 
major CSR issues, inform them about what is being done 
by the Group and allow them to make a commitment 
on a daily basis within their work and/or personal lives. 
And not forgetting our main goal of promoting gender 
balance in the workplace, which is still one of the main 
social pillars of Lagardère’s CSR policy.

www.lagardere.com

LL Network: GREAT online activity  
concerning CSR commitments 

MANON RAYNAL
CSR Officer, Lagardère group

500:
number of 
members of the 
LL Network, the 
internal network 
for promoting 
gender balance 
and laboratory 
for ideas about 
sustainability 
matters.  

Sustainable Development and CSR academy on eco-responsibility issues 
 in relation to the fashion industry (October 2021, France).
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Priority 3
Sharing the social and cultural 
diversity of activities with as many 
people as possible

PRIORITY 3: SHARING THE SOCIAL AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY OF ACTIVITIES WITH AS MANY PEOPLE AS POSSIBLE

One of the most 
symbolic 
programmes to 
promote cultural 
diversity is Changing 
the Story at Hachette 
UK, which celebrated 
its fifth anniversary in 
2021. This perfectly 
illustrates the 
coherence that 
needs to exist 
between teams 
including all 
diversities and 

minorities, as well as editorial content reflecting a wide 
range of ideas, voices and cultures, and the broadest 
and most diverse readership possible. Lagardère Travel 
Retail is also involved by means of various initiatives such 
as organising its “Relay des Voyageurs Lecteurs” literary 
awards or distributing more than 150 regional press titles.

Sharing diversity with as many people as possible is also 
achieved by means of sustained efforts to improve 
accessibility. In this regard, Hachette Livre is investing  
in particular in France, the United Kingdom and the 
United States, drawing on digital technologies  
in particular to make its books accessible to people  
with reading difficulties. 

The world today is a world in which people and 
consumers are increasingly hungry for information  
and education about sustainability in order to fuel  
their commitment. The growing amount of “engaging” 
editorial content at Hachette Livre, on this subject 
responds to this expectation, as well as the various 
meetings organised on these themes for Group 
employees to satisfy their curiosity and their desire  
to move forward. 

Hungry for information and education, consumers are 
also demanding responsible products and becoming 
more and more exacting about what they expect of the 
brands that work with the Group’s Advertising Sales 
Brokerage business. Lagardère Publicité News’ 
convictions have been confirmed by a survey about its 
audiences’ appetite for CSR, and it has devised various 
programmes and tools to help advertisers to make 
progress in this area, in partnership with Lagardère News’ 
media outlets. 

Furthermore, the changing world is a world in which 
solidarity has a role to play in an increasingly fragile 
society. The Lagardère group’s commitment is rolled out 
across all areas in which it operates by means of 
numerous actions and initiatives to support the causes  
it holds dear, such as education, children and promoting 
reading. For example, a total of 30,000 books were 
donated by Hachette Book Group in 2021 to 
disadvantaged families in the United States.

For more than 20 years, the Group has expressed its 
commitment through the Jean-Luc Lagardère 
Foundation, which supports creation, education and 
cultural diversity by means of a number of partnerships 
and awards grants to talented young people. 

Selection of books on sustainability  
published by Hachette Livre.

In 2021,

89
 

%
of e-books  
published by Hachette 
Livre were made 
accessible to people 
with disabilities thanks 
to the ePub 3 format.
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PRIORITY 3: SHARING THE SOCIAL AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY OF ACTIVITIES WITH AS MANY PEOPLE AS POSSIBLE

Hachette UK has marked the fifth anniversary of its 
Changing the Story diversity and inclusion programme 
by releasing the results of its 2021 staff and author 
censuses in the “Changing the Story: People and 
Publishing Transparency Report”.

The report provides a detailed snapshot of representation 
today, reflects on what progress has been achieved 
so far, and reveals some of the new initiatives that will 
help to address areas of under-representation and 
shape the next five years of Changing the Story.  
In 2021, representation of Black, Asian and Minority 
Ethnic (BAME) employees at Hachette UK increased 
to 11.5%, against a five-year target of 15% by 2024.

In 2021, Hachette UK launched several initiatives focused 
on improving diversity and inclusion:
• relaunch of the traineeship programme, partnering 

for the first time with literary agency Curtis Brown and 
booksellers Waterstones; 

• organisation of a series of free, virtual events called 
“Opening the Book”, attended by around 1,000 people, 
to demystify publishing, with a renewed drive to make 
publishing more transparent and accessible  
to under-represented groups;

• continuation of development programmes for writers 
from under-represented backgrounds;

• commencement of a new, three-year partnership 
with the National Literacy Trust (NLT), where the two 
organisations will co-create programmes to help 
children, young people and adults in disadvantaged 
communities to develop life-changing literacy skills. 

www.hachette.co.uk

Changing the Story: promising results  
to mark its fifth anniversary

MELANIE TANSEY
Group Human Resources Director, 
Hachette UK

Opening the Book:
name of conferences attended by around 
1,000 people, to demystify publishing, 
with a renewed drive to make publishing 
more transparent and accessible to 
under-represented groups.
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PRIORITY 3: SHARING THE SOCIAL AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY OF ACTIVITIES WITH AS MANY PEOPLE AS POSSIBLE

We firmly believe that employee engagement is essential 
to ensure the success of our CSR strategy. Encouraged 
by the findings of our in-house survey, “CSR and you”, 
highlighting our employees’ desire to be informed and 
involved, we organised our first Sustainable Development 
Week during European Sustainable Development 
Week (ESDW) in September 2021. All employees had 
the opportunity to take part in conferences, meetings, 
workshops and roundtables at our Paris offices or in 
virtual format.

This had several objectives:
•  to provide information about the company’s CSR policy, 

its challenges, its actions and projects, in terms of both 
social and environmental criteria;

•  to discuss the editorial approach to societal matters in 
our magazines, newspapers and radio programmes,  
as well as the expectations of the market, our audiences 
and our advertisers;

•  to raise awareness about the major challenges facing 
the planet with talks by experts such as Jean-Marc 
Jancovici on energy and climate, as well as ecological 
actions and best practices to be adopted on  
a day-to-day basis;

•  to get people involved by means of simple initiatives 
such as #ramènetatasse (“bring your own cup”), which 
marked the end of use of plastic cups on site,  
or meetings with charities supporting diversity in  
the media or working to combat street harassment.

This week of extensive discussion and lessons to be 
learned reinforced our view that a CSR policy requires 
everyone’s involvement and engagement. Regular 
communications about targets set and progress made, 
as well as a strategy for training and getting people 
involved in communal projects, whether internal  
or external, will enable everyone to play their part. 

www.lagardere.com

At Lagardère News, CSR is a matter for everyone

VALÉRIA BESSOLO LLOPIZ
Director of Elle International, 
Responsible for Lagardère News’ CSR

“The four objectives selected during Lagardère News’ 
Sustainable Development Week were to inform,  
raise awareness, discuss and get people involved.”
Valéria Bessolo Llopiz

Roundtable discussion with Valéria Bessolo Llopiz (Lagardère News)  
and Philippe Lévêque (Ecofrugal) during Sustainable Development Week  
(Paris, France).
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PRIORITY 3: SHARING THE SOCIAL AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY OF ACTIVITIES WITH AS MANY PEOPLE AS POSSIBLE

The health crisis has ramped up the need for brands  
to speak out about their commitments and increased 
their responsibility towards their customers, suppliers  
and employees, who are increasingly concerned  
and demanding about CSR matters.

This is reflected by the study launched in 2021 by 
Lagardère Publicité News confirming that our audiences 
(listeners, readers and internet users) are more attentive 
than the average French audience to CSR matters.  
In total, 58% of our readers and listeners state that they 
are now more interested in CSR (9 points higher than for 
French people on the whole). And significantly, 39% think 
that consumers play one of the most decisive roles  

in this transition. Aware of the impact of 
their consumer choices, 66% state that they 
favour products from brands with a social 
and environmental commitment. 

On the basis of our profound and firmly 
rooted convictions, we have structured our 
approach and shared it more widely with 
our stakeholders by getting our editorial 
teams involved in a variety of topics. These 
include environmental topics, for example 
with the “Les Héros de la Planète” sections 
and conferences, societal topics with the 
creation of Europe 1 Solidaire to support 
young people during the health crisis,  
and continuation of the “Trophées Europe 1 

de l’Avenir” awards or the “Demain” roundtable events 
organised by Le Journal du Dimanche.

We intend to do even more in 2022 with the launch  
of responsible advertising services and the creation  
of a carbon calculator to measure the carbon footprint 
of advertisements in order to reduce their impact. 

You can join in throughout the year to keep up with  
our progress.

www.lagardere.com

Lagardère Publicité News ramps up its CSR efforts  
with its partners

FRÉDÉRIQUE VACQUIER
Advertising Director, Le Journal du Dimanche, 
CSR coordinator, Lagardère Publicité News

“58% of our readers and listeners state that they have 
become more interested in CSR over the last few years 
(9 points higher than for French people on the whole), 
according to Lagardère Publicité News’ 2021 survey.” 
Frédérique Vacquier

Excerpt from Lagardère Publicité News’ 2021 CSR study.
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PRIORITY 3: SHARING THE SOCIAL AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY OF ACTIVITIES WITH AS MANY PEOPLE AS POSSIBLE

Helping underprivileged children is one of the core 
societal commitments of our teams in the Czech 
Republic. Three charity partnerships have been formed 
to help vulnerable children in the country or abroad: 
•  in support of the charity Teribear, around 100 employees 

took part in an annual race, which together with the 
contribution from other partner companies raised 
approximately €300,000. This money will go to 
organisations that take care of children who have been 
abandoned or mistreated; 

•  with Help the Children, we contribute to supporting 
around 30 organisations providing aid for children. 
During the Feathers Week campaign, the Costa Coffee 
network we operate sold a Charity Feather, a symbol of 
this initiative, as well as a Charity Cappuccino. Part of 
the profits from these sales went towards the project;

•  thanks to our status as exclusive franchisee of  
60 Costa Coffee outlets, staff have also got involved 
with the Costa Coffee Foundation, which builds schools 
in coffee-producing countries. Half of the profits from 
sales of a dedicated drink go to the charity.

Our employees’ involvement in these partnerships is key 
to the successful implementation of our PEPS (Planet, 
Ethics, People, Social) CSR strategy. We are proud and 
pleased to see so many of them getting on board!

www.lagardere-tr.com

Lagardère Travel Retail in the Czech Republic: constant 
commitment to helping underprivileged children

RICHARD PROCHAZKA
Chief Executive Officer, Lagardère Travel Retail 
Czech Republic

Lagardère Travel Retail employees taking part in a race to raise money for Teribear (Prague, Czech Republic).

“Helping underprivileged 
children is one of the core 
societal commitments  
of our teams in the Czech 
Republic.”
Richard Prochazka
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PRIORITY 3: SHARING THE SOCIAL AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY OF ACTIVITIES WITH AS MANY PEOPLE AS POSSIBLE

During this 
unprecedented 
time, the Jean-Luc 
Lagardère Foundation 
has maintained its high 
level of commitment 
to supporting young 
French-speaking 
creatives by awarding 
grants to professionals 
aged under 30(1) in 
the fields of writing, 
audiovisual media and 

music. In 2021, grants were awarded to nine bold projects 
spearheaded by talented young people, including 
a feature-length documentary in China, a musical 
animation series, a photographic study of the Horn of 
Africa, and the revival of a bookstore in the Gironde region 
(France). They join the numerous recipients of grants from 
the Foundation since 1990. We note each year with pride 

and admiration how they manage to transform this initial 
helping hand into a resounding success.  
Past recipients include Mohamed Mbougar Sarr, whose 
novel La plus secrète mémoire des hommes (Men’s Most 
Secret Memories) (Philippe Rey / Jimsaan), written thanks 
to the writing grant he received in 2018, won the Prix 
Goncourt in 2021. 

The Foundation also lends its support to associations and 
institutions that support cultural diversity and encourage 
creative projects, such as the teenagers taking part in 
the Centre Pompidou’s Studio 13/16 programme. In 2021, 
Carolina Arantes, who won the Photography grant in 2015, 
met with 13 of them to better understand their experience 
during lockdown and put together a photographic portrait 
of young people. This provided the opportunity to put this 
civic-minded, creative and engaged generation in the 
foreground. 

www.fondation-jeanluclagardere.com

342
recipients
have been awarded 
grants by the 
Jean-Luc Lagardère 
Foundation since 
1990.

Culture and young people at the heart  
of the Jean-Luc Lagardère Foundation’s commitments

QUITERIE CAMUS
Deputy Director, 
Jean-Luc Lagardère Foundation

(1) Under 35 for some grants.

Jean-Luc Lagardère Foundation 2021 grant winners (France).
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PRIORITY 4: ENSURING ETHICAL AND RESPONSIBLE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Priority 4
Ensuring ethical and responsible 
corporate governance
Ethics and compliance are central to Lagardère’s 
priorities. To do this, the Group draws on a number of 
French, European and international charters, codes, 
guidelines, standards, regulations and laws.

While the European dimension has become much 
more significant with the drafting of texts relating to the 
European Commission’s Green Deal and sustainable 
finance, the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals 
continue to inspire the majority of companies, following 
on from the 10 principles of the Global Compact, of which 
Lagardère became a signatory in 2003. 

The Group is also committed to respecting all its 
compliance obligations, particularly in three major areas.

That of duty of care, by rolling out each year the plan 
based on the French law relating to duty of care for 
parent companies and ordering companies. Initiated 
by means of mapping the risks of its value chain in 2017, 
since the end of 2020, this plan has included an ethics 
reporting platform accessible to all stakeholders from 
a dedicated website. The Lagardère group’s duty of 
care with regard to its suppliers has also been reflected 
since 2021 by CSR assessments of its riskiest suppliers by 
EcoVadis and the inclusion of a dedicated metric in  
the CSR scorecard. 

That of personal data protection, with Lagardère taking 
action since the General Data protection Regulation 
(GDPR) was introduced in 2018. The Group’s IT systems 
contain personal data relating primarily to its employees 
or third parties, whether subscribers (magazines, 
partworks), travellers (duty free) or internet users  
(media, education).

The creation of a steering committee with divisions under 
the responsibility of the Group Data Protection Officer, 
as well as the creation of a network of officers within the 

Group’s divisions have allowed for the validation of various 
tools, methods and policies to identify the processing, 
legal framework and technical protection of personal 
data. The Group Head of IT Systems Security also ensures 
proactive internet monitoring to identify content leaks,  
in particular those relating to personal data.

That of combating corruption and respecting 
international economic sanctions, for which the 
Lagardère group has also adopted procedures as well as 
training and awareness-raising programmes at all levels 
of hierarchy among the most exposed groups. 

While the European dimension has 
become much more significant, the 
international framework of the

UN’s17 Sustainable 
Development Goals
is continuing to inspire companies. 

Hachette Livre employees (Vanves, France).
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PRIORITY 4: ENSURING ETHICAL AND RESPONSIBLE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Training at the heart of combating corruption 

SEYNA WADE
Group Compliance Officer,  
Lagardère group

The Lagardère group’s success is dependent on a set  
of principles and values that form the basis of its identity 
and have always guided its actions. 

With regard to combating corruption, the Group applies 
a zero tolerance policy, which is reasserted in its Code  
of Ethics. The implementation of this principle is reflected 
by the rollout of a general framework that meets legal 
requirements and inspired by best practices.

However, effective compliance requires awareness of  
this crucial aspect among the Group’s employees. 
Training is a central part of any compliance policy and 
constitutes one of the key stepping stones between 
setting out values or procedures and the various forms  
of controls and sanctions. 

In 2022, the Lagardère group will continue to support 
its employees who are most exposed to the risk of 
corruption with appropriating these ethical principles. 
The Group’s various entities have been asked to define 
a periodic training programme that takes account of 
the diversity of their operations and puts the emphasis 
on compliance procedures, as well as the roles and 
responsibilities of employees in executing this policy. 

The training programme covers all levels of responsibility 
at Lagardère. The integrity of the men and women who 
make up the Group constitutes one of the most valuable 
advantages in conducting its business activities.  
It therefore aims to ensure regular training for all exposed 
employees.

www.lagardere.com

“Effective compliance requires awareness of this crucial 
aspect among the Group’s employees.” 
Seyna Wade

Classification : INTERNE ENTREPRISE

Objectifs de la formation

3

Identifier

Alerter

Prévenir
Adopter les meilleurs comportements pour faire face à ces situations

Identifier une situation potentielle de corruption

Sensibiliser les membres de votre équipe

Connaître les obligations applicables à votre activité en matière de lutte contre la corruption

Signalez tout acte de corruption survenant dans votre activité

Ce module de formation vise à vous familiariser avec les règles et obligations à respecter en matière de prévention de la 
corruption. A l'issue de cette formation, vous pourrez :
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TABLE OF INDICATORS

2021 2020 2019

Percentage of women among the Lagardère group’s top executives 44% 42% N/A

Number of audiobooks published by Lagardère Publishing 18,889 16,453 14,203

Percentage of e-books published by Hachette Livre in 2021  
and made accessible to people with disabilities 89% 72% N/A

Percentage of paper (books and magazines) purchased and supplied 
of certified origin and/or recycled 99% 98% 97%

Weight (in tCO2 eq) of greenhouse gas emissions (Scopes 1 & 2) 
worldwide per €m of revenue 16.3% 15.8% 13%

Percentage of foodservice revenue in countries where Lagardère 
Travel Retail operates that have a waste measurement system 
and run waste reduction initiatives

49% 26% 4%

TABLE OF INDICATORS

NB: Comparative data from one year to the next are on a like-for-like basis. As such, for 2021, the data for previous years have been 
recalculated using the scope of consolidation for the 2021 fiscal year as a reference.

Lagardère Travel Retail employees taking part  
the PEPS Planet Bingo campaign (Singapore).
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PUBLICATIONS AND CONTACTS
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